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2I. ABSTRACT
The author believes that numerical analysis is the 
most feasible approach to calculating the transient temp­
erature distribution in a solid sphere subjected to various 
surface conditions; heat flow within the sphere is radial.
Numerical analysis is employed to arrive at a series 
of equations for calculating the transient temperature at 
selected points of a solid sphere. A study is made to de­
termine a method for calculating temperatures with these 
equations; a computing device is found to be the most prac­
tical method for this purpose. Tie equations for tempera­
tures at internal points of the solid sphere are general.
The equations have been adapted for use by the Royal 
McBee LGP-30 Digital Computer which is located in the Mis­
souri School of Mines Computer Center. Three example prob­
lems have been programmed for the computer; the results are 
included in this paper. This data is graphically displayed 
in a series of curves depicting temperature as a function 
of location and time within a solid sphere.
In the example problems the author determines that the 
system is stable and convergent. Stability and convergence 
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7LIST OF SYMBOLS
y» ^• •••radial distance from center of sphere, ft* or in*
^ f  ~•••radial increment, ft. or in.
O ' '*... radius of sphere, ft. or in.
Q  ...time, hr*
A 6  *...tlme increment, hr. or sec.
L L ...temperature at any interior point of the sphere, °F.
... initial temperature of sphere, °F.
7 i. ...initial temperature of sphere, °R.
7^ ...surface temperature, °R.
7 ^  ...temperature for a nodal point Y A  , °R. y i^ =  1 ,^ 3 *  • m R
7^ ...temperature of the node H t after some time increment 
w  A 0  in hours, °R. = /, z., 3 • • •
77..temperature at any point in the sphere, °R.
...melting point temperature of tungsten, °R.
...some increment of surface area or total surface area 
s  of the sphere, sq. ft.
A u  •••an area parallel to the surface area at any radial 
distance f from center of sphere, sq. ft.
Am+t w -A*,**+1 • • .mean area between two node points, yn +  \
J and yv\ , or and y v i+ 1
Vyu ...subvolume containing node ?tt , cu. ft.
o£. ..thermal diffusivity, sq. ft./hr.
*ln tlio formulas, these symbols are used as follows:'
|r , A )T 9 and O' in feet 













...weight density of sphere, lb./cu. ft.
...specific heat for the material of sphere, Btu/lb.-°F.
...emissivity of surface of the sphere 
...Stefan-Boltzman constant, 0.173 x 10~8, Btu/hr.-sq.ft.-°Rt 
••.internal heat conduction, Btu/hr.
.radiation heat transfer to the surface of the sphere,
Q  ••.reradiating heat transfer from the surface of the 
sphere, Btu/hr.-sq. ft.
Q Sm •. .heat stored in a subvolume M  In time A  0 , Btu
Hi ~ •••heat conducted from node to node M. , Btuu y a +\} 9
o' ...heat conducted from node JW-f-l to node M. ,pm+iyX- Btu/hr.
P...number of nodes or subvolumes
- S ...symbols signifying the surface node
. • .number of a node or subvolume W  - /y 3 • * * fl
Btu/hr.-sq. ft.
• # einternal mean thermal conductance from lt/t/iA ym i +.« tkv/ia op from node
9The purpose of this thesis is to investigate a method 
for determining transient temperature at selected points 
in a solid sphere which could be subjected to a wide variety 
of surface conditions. Heat transfer within the sphere is 
radial. Another object of this thesis is to illustrate 
solutions to the above type of problems for a solid sphere 
with surface conditions which are not easily satisfied with 
an analytical solution.
The surface boundary condition referred to in the 
following discussion and used in the example problems in 
this thesis is heat radiation exchange at the surface of 
the solid sphere. The heat radiation absorbed by the sur­
face of the sphere is constant while the reradiation heat 
transfer from the sphere is variable.
Sometimes it is important to know the temperature dis­
tribution within a solid to study the temperature stresses 
due to non-uniform heat flow.
The author would like to express his appreciation to 
Dr. Aaron J. Miles for his interest and suggestions on the 
problem, to Professor Ralph E. Lee for the use of the com­
puter center, and to Professor Sylvester J. Pagano for the 
interest he has shown in the problem.
II. INTRODUCTION
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The study of temperature variations in a solid sphere 
as a function of time and radial distance dates back to 
the classical work of Fourier (1)* where the analytical 
solution is derived for a sphere which is initially at 
some uniform temperature and then cooled suddenly by sub­
jecting it to air at temperature 0. Probably the most com­
prehensive development of the analytical approach to solutions 
of problems of transient conduction heat transfer in a solid 
sphere is a text by Carslaw and Jaeger (2); this is an out­
standing book on conduction heat transfer. A book written 
by Ingersoll and Zobel (3)> a book by Schneider ( l\.), and 
some notes compiled by Boelter, Cherry, Johnson, and Marti- 
nelli (5) also indicate analytical solutions to problems 
involving transient conduction heat transfer in a solid 
sphere, but these same types of problems can all be found 
in the text by Car slaw and Jaeger.
A discussion on the solution of transient conduction 
heat transfer problems for solid spheres using a graphical 
analysis can be found in work done by Hawkins and Agnew (6).
In all of the work stated above, which deals with the 
problem of transient heat conduction in a solid sphere, the
*All typed numbers refer to bibliography!
III. REVIEW OP LITERATURE
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sphere is subjected to surface boundary conditions with the 
surface temperature as a function of time, constant surface 
temperature, linear heat transfer at the surface, and other 
types of boundary conditions. In all of this literature, 
however, the sphere is never subjected to surface boundary 
conditions like those encountered In this thesis where the 
surface of the sphere is receiving heat in the form of ra­
diation and the surface is also reradiating; no complete 
procedure has been found for solving this problem which 
concerns a surface condition of radiation involving the 
fourth power of the surface temperature of the sphere* 
Carslaw and Jaeger (7) state that very few exact solutions 
have been found for problems on conduction of heat in the 
variable state in any solid with radiation at the surface* 
Schneider»s text (8) discusses the application of 
numerical analysis to conduction heat transfer problems 
and indicates that this procedure could be applied to a 
solid sphere and could approximately satisfy any boundary 
conditions. This is the only information that the author 
has found which pertains directly to the problem in this 
paper; it is this discussion that has Influenced him to 
apply the method of numerical analysis to its solution.
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The problem of determining mathematically the tempera­
ture at any point within a solid sphere which is subjected 
to a heat flux requires a knowledge of the thermal proper­
ties of the material and a knowledge of analytical analysis 
or numerical analysis to describe the transient heat con­
duction which is caused by the impinging flux.
It is assumed in this discussion that a constant quan­
tity of heat radiation is absorbed by the surface of the 
solid sphere, that the sphere is reradiating (all known 
substances do reradiate), and that the heat radiation ab­
sorbed is uniform over the entire area. It is also assumed 
that the material of the sphere is homogenous and that the 
conduction heat transfer within the sphere is radial. In 
this discussion, the thermal properties of the material 
(specific heat C , weight density yO , and thermal conduc­
tivity ) are assumed constant, with the exception of the 
surface emissivity which varies linearly with temperature, 
and are taken at the mean temperature of the temperature 
range in question. Finally, the sphere involved in this 
problem is assumed to be initially at a uniform temperature.
Problems of this nature generally can be solved by the 




but the extent of its use depends on the boundary conditions 
at the surface. The equation stated above will represent 
radial conduction heat transfer in the transient state at 
all interior points, but it must be solved so that it will 
satisfy all boundary conditions. In the case considered 
here, the sphere is reradiating at the surface. This bound­
ary condition involves the fourth power of the temperature 
at the surface; this temperature is a variable that must 
be determined after time has elapsed. It is believed by 
this author that at the present time, the methods of sep­
aration of variables, operational calculus, and other analyt­
ical methods are not known to yield a general solution with 
this type of boundary condition.
The differential system that would be used if this 
problem could be solved analytically is shown below. Note 
that temperature is a function of time and radial distance
U O ,  e )  .
The differential system is
boundary condition 1
llj-
(AC 10 o) - U - a
boundary condition 2 :
(o ,  e )  -  o
d r
boundary condition 35
_ J -  As <3c/ r
Boundary condition 1 states that the sphere is ini­
tially at uniform temperature (11 # Boundary condition 2 
states that the center of the sphere is adiabatic (no heat 
flow). Biis comes from the conduction heat transfer equa­
tion (12) s
Boundary condition 3 states that the heat conduction into 
the surface of the sphere, expressed by Equation 3 » is 
equal to the difference between the constant incoming ra­
diant energy, As Q\n * atinus the reradiation,
Boundary condition 3 is the one that causes difficulty 
when attempting to solve the problem analytically. There -




fore, a numerical solution must be used to solve this type 
of problem mathematically. The numerical method employed 
in this paper is neither unique nor does it give exact 
results*
Using the numerical method, we revert to a fundamental 
heat balance in finite difference form and thereby compute 
the temperatures at only selected points in the system*
A general discussion of this method applied to conduction 
heat transfer can be found in Dusinberre (li|.) and Schnei­
der (15). In calculating the temperature T~ , the method 
consists of dividing the body in question into ft finite 
increments (subvolumes) of volume and selecting finite time 
increments* A time iterative process is employed where 
instantaneous temperatures at each volume increment are 
calculated for successive time intervals. Each finite in­
crement of volume is assumed to be at the same temperature 
throughout* It can immediately be seen that the increments 
must be small to obtain reasonably accurate results. In 
other words, if the increment is too large the method will 
not converge to feasible results; if the increment is small 
the method will converge closely to the analytical solution*
Two examples of a physical problem, using different­
sized volume increments in solving the examples, are shown 
later. If both examples converge to the same results, 
it is an indication that the system is converging to feas­
ible results. As long as the increments are finite,
16
the system will not converge to exact results; this causes 
one type of error. There is a second type of error involving 
stability of the system which is shown in the example prob­
lems. A good discussion on the error involved in using 
these finite increments of time and volume can be found in 
Schneider (16).
Deriving the finite difference formulas for the solid 
sphere is the next step in this discussion.
Figure 1 shown below schematically represents the 
problem considered in this paper. This figure shows the 
cross section of the spnere through its great circle.
Figure 1
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The boundary conditions will now be applied to the 
time iterative procedure mentioned earlier. Since heat 
flow is assumed to be in a radial direction, all heat ab­
sorbed into some partial surface of the sphere will stay 
within the volume formed by this partial surface area and 
the area formed by the radii from the center to all bound­
ing points of the chosen partial surface area of the sphere* 
The effect that the heat flux has on the temperature of the 
sphere (at its surface, center, and intermediate points) 
after a time has elapsed can best be determined by dividing 
the sphere into small subvolumes of radial distance Af* 
(except at the surface and center of the sphere where the 
radial distance is ). The center of each subvolume
whose radial distance is Af is called a nodal point; the 
surface and center of the sphere are also nodal points for
the subvolumes whose radial distance is . All subvolumes2-
are given a number 7H for reference. A heat balance can be 
written for each nodal point. It is to be noted that iso­
thermal surfaces are concentric spheres.
A physical picture of the subvolumes and nodal points 
will now be shown. Figure 2 shows the cross section of 
the volume through the great circle of the sphere when using 
only some increment area of the surface •
18
Figure 2
Concerning Figure 2, note that nodes / and ft refer 
only to volumes whose radial distance is £ £  ; dotted lines 
define the volume belonging to the node interior to the 
dotted lines.
The heat conducted from one nodal point to the next 
can be written
I
,  m —  ~ Kif, Kt+i  d~r 




I-* )" / » ♦ + /
-A Ay*,
y
7* - I, 2-j 3 * • ' (R ~ I )
If A Y  Is chosen sufficiently small, 
heat flow by
%w + i j m Y\im, **+) ^
we can express the
[ 6 )
Then the heat conducted from node to node for a finite 
time interval will be
~ " Kv*,vw-»-\
>1 = ); 2- )  3 /• * * ( f i- l)
It must be noted now that a mean area must be taken 
from node to node. Since the temperature does vary across 
each subvolume, while we assume it to be constant, this 
approximation can only be improved when approaches
4Z- . The mean area between nodes, see Figure 2, is
d  Y
obtained as shown below.
The area at any distance y  from the center of the 
sphere is obtained by assuming some solid angle. (17)
Then
A,  =  a l








a  - A s J £  
'O f













a1" Ajr 5 - ]
3 a* a  r L
(h + ^ l")3 ‘
Upon expanding, Ay», is obtained as follows




( i z )
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Mean area A z>^ when Is
A i '3 * f t  r  ^  + W ]
- h r -  A ^  O 3 )
Mean area A 3 when (r=2-Ay is
A%+- §^ iy  lz“rf  + 3 *»• t?&r) + (AhTj
=  ( 1 + )
It can be seen that a general equation to obtain the 
mean area between all nodal points can be written from 
Equations I Z. , 13 * and / 4- # This equation is as follows:
Ar»,»+) = [w (3 *-3 )+ iJ (Air)2" (j 5)
= 1 , ^ / 3  • • • («-')
Therefore, from Equation 5 , internal theimal con-
ductance is expressed as follows:
Kw.)»«.+| -  _ Ja.A* ^ _ f  -n l
A  ^  3  C F  ± i r  J
3 W - 3 j + |
3  • • • (*-»)
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The volume represented by each node (see Figure 2) 
can be represented by
Vw - fAr<*t -
,dt = 4 * _ r ’]3 d ’'- i
»r n
Then
II. A _  n.» -' 30- ^ - y ’ l
(l7)
Volume for node = 1 where Yi-Oj h 1.




Volume for node ^ = E. where JrZ. ) L=jLA.r2.
\4 - As_ 2^ 4- k  |r)3 a 3- 24- ^ O ’)
Volume for node )VI = 3 where i-
*  = & ! > * * - [i 1->?SJ ax il(Ah)3 [20)
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Volume for node 7A “ 4“ where =• } I2. - is
Therefore, for all nodal points, excluding the center 
node and surface node, a general expression from Equations 
I °l 9 20 9 and 2  | can be written as follows:
=  4^  G *  ''*£ ^  ] t ->•)* (22)
7» = 2-; 3 » 4- • • * (R " *)
After some time increment, the change in internal 
energy for each subvolume can be written as follows:
Q s „  —Cfv dr  C2 ? )
or as a finite difference
G W ,  -  t-P K  (2 +)
W  = b 2-/ 3 • * * H
Heat balances are written for each node. Wiis includes 
the movement of heat from node to node and also the quantity 
of energy stored for each subvolume after a time period has 
elapsed. An equation expressing a heat balance for each 
node must be formulated, starting with node ) at the cen­
ter of the sphere (shown in Figure 3).
tJooe 1
Figure 3
Note: All temperature differences will be expressed in
degrees Rankine.
Heat flow from node to node %+l/M is obtained from 
Equation *7 for the following heat balances.
Heat balance for node | :
1 — ^S,
K , = / > v ; c
Inserting the values of and \/x obtained from
Equations |fc and /8 respectively,
-A^y-Aern-Tfl = E£As&)3iv'-rl
3 CL3- u J 2 4-a*- J
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Then
sJk ^ 6  T  
f c  ^  U p c ^ r f j  '•
A  *e 
/ >c ( * r f &Fourier modulus
Therefore,
X" = S A \  7; +  0  -  */V»] 77 (2- 8)
Diagram and general equation for heat balance for 




PV*i, rvt-i "t v* -w, m
M  - Z,3, A---
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From Equation , the heat balance f o r  node 2. i s  
as fo l lo w s :
K ^ O r - T i j A e  +  Hz, 3 Ae [ ? ; - T z] = / ? c ^ [ T a., - 7 i ]
In sertin g  the va lu es o f  Ki * * K1 _ , and \Z obtained  
from Equations / £> and H 2 r e s p e c t iv e ly , i t  i s  seen that
Then
(3 1 )
From Equation 2  * the heat balance fo r  node 3  i s
as fo l lo w s :
^ > 3  ~  ^ S 3
K2 .3  A 0  j j l  -  /3J -4" Ns,4-  ^"  / ’ C l4  j^ g -
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Again using Equations I (o and Z Z to  g e t  , K3 f  9 8111(1
r e s p e c t iv e ly , i t  i s  seen that
^ 4 4 * ^ 4 6  £ 7 ; -  n ]  +  [T* -  li]
zi F c  fa sA st^ fJ [ 7 i ‘ - T 3 ]
Then
Prom Equation 2  ?  , the heat balance Tor node i s  
as fo l lo w s :
and is  derived  in  the same manner as f o r  nodes rL and 3  •
Since the general equations fo r  in te rn a l thermal con­
ductance and subvolumes are continuous fu n ction s o f  Jr , 
a l l  heat balance equations f o r  in t e r io r  p o in ts , excluding 
node I , can be obtained by form ulating a general equation 
from Equations 31 , 3 2- , and 3 3  • The general equation
takes the fo llo w in g  form
28
mu -  2 , 3 > f  * • • ( /? - ! )
which i s  f o r  a l l  in t e r io r  nodes, ex clu d in g  node | #
The su rfa ce  c o n d it io n  i s  the same as s ta te d  e a r l i e r .  
The su rfa ce  i s  r e c e iv in g  a con stan t q u a n tity  o f  ra d ia n t 
energy, p a rt o f  which i s  re ra d ia te d , p a r t  i s  s to red  in  the 
su rfa ce  subvolume, and the rem ainder i s  conducted  in  tran ­
s ie n t  s ta te  in to  the n ext subvolume. The c o n d it io n  a t the 
su rfa ce  i s  shown in  the fo llo w in g  f ig u re *
F igure 5
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A h e a t b a la n ce  Tor F ig u re  5 i s  w r it t e n  as f o l l o w s :
A s ^ ^ Q in — A s  A ©  Qn- -f“
Then
A s  Q in A s  onfs 7s •/- Hfi-ijft A 0 ^T^-i — 7sJ
= f c v R [ n - n j  ( 3 5 J
I t  i s  t o  be n o te d  th a t  the above e q u a tio n  can be com­
p l e t e l y  d e r iv e d  o n ly  i f  th e  number o f  n odes /?  and the s iz e  
o f  the d is ta n c e  in crem en ts  A)" a re  known• Then E qu ation s 
I 7  and /(?  can  be u sed  to  o b ta in  the c o r r e c t  volume and 
in t e r n a l  therm al con d u cta n ce  r e s p e c t i v e ly .  The volume i s  
o n ly  th e  volume co r re s p o n d in g  t o  r a d ia l  d is ta n c e  ^Jr in ­
t e r i o r  from  the s u r fa c e .
E qu ation s Z S  9 3 ^ " » and 3 5  c o n s t i t u t e  a s e r ie s  o f  
e q u a tio n s  th a t  ca n  be u sed  t o  determ in e  the te n ^ e ra tu re  a t 
s e l e c t e d  p o in t s  in  a p rob lem  o f  the n ature  d e s c r ib e d  in  
t h is  t h e s i s .  I t  must be n o te d  th a t  E qu ation s 2 .#  and 3  4~ 
are  g e n e r a l and can be a dap ted  t o  any sp h e re . Only a h ea t 
b a la n ce  in v o lv in g  th e  boundary c o n d it io n  f o r  th e  s u r fa c e  
node rem ains to  be d e r iv e d ; i t  w i l l  be d e r iv e d  in  s im ila r  
fa s h io n  to  E qu ation  3  5  .  The c h o ic e  o f  th e  number o f  nodes 
and th e  c h o ic e  o f  the F o u r ie r  m odulus are determ in ed  in  the 
exam ple p ro b le m s .
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The fo llo w in g  three examples w i l l  i l lu s t r a t e  the method 
used in  the ev a lu a tion  o f  the eq u a tion s , a lso  the problem  
in vo lv ed  in  ch oosin g  the F ou rier modulus and the d istan ce  
between nodes* From Equation 2  7  , when the F ou rier modulus 
A/\ i s  chosen, i t  i s  noted that the d is ta n ce  between nodes 
A f  and the time increm ents A 0  are dependent on each 
other and cannot be p ick ed  independently .
31
V. APPLICATION OP METHOD IN EXAMPLES
In i l lu s t r a t in g  the procedure used in  the so lu tio n  o f  
Equations 2 .8 , 3 4  , and 3  5 9 the type o f  m a te r ia l, i t s  
p ro p e rt ie s  and p rop ortion s are com pletely  a rb itra ry  in  th is  
development. The radius o f  the great c i r c l e  o f  the s o l id  
sphere i s  a r b it r a r i ly  chosen ; i t  has been chosen as f iv e  
inches f o r  the three example problems given h e re . The s o l id  
sphere has been heated u n t i l  i t  is  s l ig h t ly  below  i t s  m elt­
ing p o in t  temperature. A lso , in  a l l  three exam ples, the heat 
ra d ia t io n  absorbed at the surface o f  the s o l id  sphere Qin 
i s  a con stan t.
EXAMPLE 1
A sphere made o f  tungsten has been chosen f o r  th is  
example. The p h y sica l p ro p e rt ie s  l i s t e d  below  have been 
determined and, w ith  the exception  o f  em iss iv ity  o f  the 
tungsten sphere, are assumed constant over the range o f 
temperatures encountered. The e m iss iv ity  o f  the tungsten 
sphere has been In terp o la ted  to  get i t s  value at the co r ­
r e c t  temperature o f  the su rface  o f  the sphere f o r  each 
time increm ent.
The fo llo w in g  p h y sica l p ro p e rt ie s  have been obtained 
from Taylor and Boyer (1 9 ) ,  Hodgman and Weast (2 0 ) , and 
Brown and Marco (2 1 ).
32
f  s. IZ04- .  ^  I bO
4  -  b L b 8 S 7 
C. =■ O. 0 4 -3  O
71 =  5 6 0  
Ua -  1 0 0  
■Kl«  =  6 6 3 0
v aries from O .0 3 £ a t  $0 °p to 0 .3  5  a t ^000°f.
Prom Equation Z g  ,
t '= w h  +  D - m J V
i t  i s  noted that the Fourier modulus /A  cannot be g reater
than , because i f  yV\ >  , i t  i s  noted th at the lo c a l
temperature 7^ would have a n egative  e f f e c t  on i t s  fu ture  
__,/
temperature } . That would be as much as to say, the
h o tter  a region is  now, the colder i t  w i l l  be at a fu tu re  
in s ta n t* This would not be c o n sisten t with the second law 
o f thermodynamics (2 2 ) . Therefore, /V\ must be le s s  than 
or equal to ; fo r  the f i r s t  example /A i s  chosen as .
The r a d ia l distance between nodes A V* i s  chosen as 
0 .5  inch fo r  the f i r s t  example.
Also
a -  A r - ( R - i )  ( 3 b )
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Prom F igu re  2 i t  can  be seen  th a t the p re ce d in g  r e la t io n s h ip
w i l l  e x i s t ,  T h e re fo re ,
n
From E quation  2  7 ,  th e  tim e increm ent i s  :
M  p c C° ° » 3)  CO-2-S )
A e  “  — E ( 7 * * / ( 6 / .  6 * * 7 )
A0 Z o. 437 3 S «:.
E v a lu a tin g  the co n s ta n ts  in  E quation  2  8 shows th a t  
f o r  node J :
(3 7)7 7 '^ r ,  + - V 7 7
E va lu a tin g  the co n s ta n ts  in  E quation  shows th a t 
f o r  a l l  i n t e r i o r  n od es , e x c lu d in g  node / :
t—* J_ T I i,&0"-QwtO 7^
f c -  -  T  r r n ^ r r r  (.»• ->*+ 1/ e  )
♦ *
I -  ^1 3
c b o - o v # ?  7^  ( 3  g \
I 2C)M-»; -H J N- '
Y fl- 2 ,  3 , 4
For the su rfa ce  co n d it io n , Equation 3%  must be e v a l­
uated as f o l lo w s :
/A5 G?ih 0~~G: 5  Tii -j- M\Oj\\ fr o  -
=• f c  Vn £T ,' -  0  l 3 < 0
Q iN i s  chosen as /; OS4^ 4 “ ^4*
so that at steady  s ta te  temperature when
Q j  m ~~ Qn. — O  
then
Q . n -  c r £ s T i * ' =  o
_
S olv in g  f o r  77i ,
- r *  _  J i 0 5 4 ^ a 4 r
‘a ~  (0 . 3 5 ) ( p - i f i x >o ~ y
T h ere fore ,
7^  = 6 4 - 4 0  which w i l l  be the steady s ta te  tem perature.
From Equation /£> , the therm al con d u cta n ce /fio j 





From E qu ation  / 7  * the volume T or node / / 
in c lu d e s  o n ly  in  r a d ia l  d ep th , i s
f / 4 /  / A s  ( ^ f
z-f- a a
,  w hich
S u b s t itu t in g  v a lu e s  of* Kjo,n and \^| from  E qu ation s 
4 -0  and + 1  r e s p e c t iv e ly  in t o  E qu ation  3  9  and then  e v a l­
u a t in g  c o n s ta n ts , r e s u lt s  i n
T,i = O J 5 8  3 4 V o +  O. S '4 - / 6 6  7T
+  -  (o .i7 S X )cT 8) e s X j ( o- o o o , l * /l-c0
In  o rd e r  t o  ev a lu a te  E quations 3 7  * 3 ?  , and 4*2-, 
th ey  have been  programmed f o r  the R oyal Me Bee LG-P-30 D ig­
i t a l  Computer (F ig u re  6 in c lu d e s  p rog ra m ). The program 
i s  wr t te n  t o  u se  f ix e d  p o in t  a r ith m e t ic .  A f lo w  ch a rt  
(F ig u re  7 ) shows the sequence o f  o p e r a t io n s  p erform ed  
in  the com puter to  s o lv e  t h is  p rob lem . The eq u a tion s  
have been  programmed in  such  a way as t o  a llo w  f o r  the 
com pu tation  o f  a l l  tem peratures ( f o r  a l l  n o d e s ) a t  
each  tim e in t e r v a l ;  then  th e  c a l c u la t io n  p r o c e s s  i s  r e ­
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peated fo r  each succeeding time in te r v a l . A l l  problems 
discu ssed  in  th is  th e s is  w i l l  have the same procedure in  
the computer p rocess . Because o f the great bulk of ca lcu la  
t io n s , only a p o rtio n  o f the r e s u lts  are shown in  Table I  
and P lates / and E. . The c a lc u la tio n s  in  th is  problem  
were continued u n t i l  a steady sta te  temperature of 
6I4.6O °Rankine was reached at a l l  p o in ts throughout the 
s o lid  sphere.
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r*808’ u*8O0’ b*50O*d*531*h*6oo ’ m*6O0’ in*60O’ in*60O' 
m*529 * m*530* d*533 * h*600* "b*520 • s*600 ’ m* 5 2 1 ' d*53*’ 
h*601 ’ b*500 ’ m*519 • h*602' "bit-501 *0*518  * a*6 0 1' a*602* 
1*630  *1*513 *n*513 *0 *517  * a*535'h*603 *1*513 ’ s*536* 
0*516  * 0 *513  ’ £*537 *n* 5 12  * 0* 5 3 3 ' d*603 • 0*502 ’ h*60* ' 
"bit-513  * 5*536 *mlt-5l 6 *0*513  • alt-5 37 ' 0*533 ’ b* 5 12  • <*603 • 
m*500*h*605 *1* 5 13  *0 *513  *0* 5 16 * ait-537 *mlt-533 *fl*5 1 1 * 
1 *603' o *532 ’ 1*606  ’ "bit-532* s*606’ dlt-532 ’ o* 5 0 1 • a*605 *
ali6 C* * 11*1631 • 1*630  ’ 1*500* 1* 6 3 1 ’ 11*1630 • 1*513 ’ sU-515 ’ 
hit-513  *1* 038 ' alt-216  ’  1*038  ’ b*0*8 ' alt2 l 6 • 1* 0*8 * 1* 062' 
a*t2 l 6 ' h*t062’ 1*103 * a*2l6* h*103’ b*5*0* a*539’ h*5*0*
* 5 3 8 * -1*0 25 ' 1*53* ’  1* 5*0 ’ 1*509  * d* 5 1 1  ’  1*6 07 *1* 5 10  ’  
d* 512 * a*607 *1*510’ t*631  ’ 1*509 *1*51*’ 1*513 ' 1*217' 
1* 10 3  *b*2 l 8 *hlt062’ "b*219  *l*O*8 ’ "b*22 0 ' 1* 038*1* 500’ 
s*522 *0* 5 32 ' d*52* *01*525 ’ d*532 ’ a*526* h*529 ’ b *5** ’ 
a*528* h *5** ’ b*5*3* a*5*2 * h*5*3’ s * 5 * l* 1*0X52*b*535'
h*5*3’ p l600 ’ zOOOO’ 1*5** * r5205' u5200’ z O ll* ’ p l600 ’ 
zOOOO’ 1*500 ’ r5205’ u520O * z l l l 5 ’ p l600 ’ zOOOO’ u*002' 
zCtOOl ’ h*500* o*501 • m*500 *0*502 *
.000*00X5*
05+15*500* 560 ’ 0+15 * 50 1'56 0  ’ 05+15*502’ 560 ’
0+15*503’ 560 * 05+15*50*’ 560* 05+15*505 ’ 560 '
0+15*506* 560 * 0+15*50)7'560* 0+15*508’ 560*
0+15*509 * 560 * 0+15*510'560’ 7+00*511’ 6666667 * 
7+00*512* 3333333'05+O**513’ 9 ’ 0+0**51*’ 9 *
0+O**515 * 1 '0+02*516 * 3 * O+05**517'1 2  ’
7+00*518  ’ 1583* 06' 7+00*519 * 8* 1659*  ’ 0+2 1* 520 ' 
1051* 9* ’ 7+00* 5 2 1 ’ 118 ** 0+15 * 5 22 ’ 5*0 ’ 0+15*523 * 
6*60 ’ 0+15 * 52** 5920 ’ 3+00* 525•3 18 ’ 3+00* 526 ’
32 * 7+ l**5 27 '*3 7 27 9 5 '7 + l**528* *372795 *
3+00*529 *32*0+11*530’ 1730'0+12*531 * IOOO • 
0+0 1* 532 ’ 1 *0+02*533 *1 ’ 0+06* 53* ' 1 *
0+12 * 535 '1 * 0+0* * 536 ’ 1 ’ 0+10*537’ 1 ’ 0+06* 538•
18*0+06*539'2 * 0+06* 5*0 ’ 1 ’ 0+12*5*1’ 2*
0+12 * 5*2 * 2 ’ 0+12 * 5*3 ’ 1 * 0+00* 5* * ’ o ’
00000000’
R o y a l MeBee s u b r o u t in e s  1 1 .Op and 1 2 .1 A : 
i n i t i a l  l o c a t i o n s  a t  I4.8OO and 5 20 0  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
F L O W  CHART FOR COMPUTER SOLUTION
F I 6URE n
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SELECTED TEMPERATURES IN A TEN INCH (DIAMETER) TUNGSTEN SPHERE
Fourier Modulus CM) = 1/12 TABLE I Distance between Nodes for) = 0.5 in.
TIME IN SECONDS
0.000 0.437 0.875 1.312 2.624 3.935 4.373 6.559
TEMPERATURE IN RANKINE
SURFACE 560.000 684.851 789.931 880.206 1093.406 1256.674 1304.518 1514.126
NODE 9 560.000 560.000 571.591 591.000 673.921 770.558 803.358 964.198
NODE 8 560.000 560.000 560.000 561.090 574.918 604.687 617.509 696.424
NODE 7 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 561.183 566.735 569.932 596.816
NODE 6 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.724 561.264 568.024
NODE 5 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.055 560.119 561.431
NODE 4 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.003 560.008 560.212
NODE 3 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.026
NODE 2 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.003
NODE 1 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000
NODE 0 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000
TIME IN SECONDS
6.996 9.183 9.620 24.925 39.792 54.659 69.526 99.261
TEMPERATURE IN RANKINE
1726.406 1759.102 2681.574 3383.733 3977.283 4475.468
1145.503 1174.474 2045.525 2745.827 3359.905 3896.977 4742.098
809.741 829.648 1548.780 2207.377 2816.099 3371.334 4297.962
650.369 661.121 1185.093 1770.167 2351.598 2907.348 3887.560
587.897 592.571 935-976 1429-039 1967.135 2509.715 3520.057
567.429 569-107 776.325 1173-608 1659.453 2179.767 3202.165
561.736 562.248 680.443 990.534 1422.587 1916.382 2938.512
560.366 560.504 626.402 865.870 1249.280 1716.967 2732.101
560.074 560.109 598.008 787.099 1132.399 1578.482 2584.842
560.017 560.027 584.869 744.726 1066.357 1498.566 2498.274
560.008 560.014 581.741 734.056 1049.442 1477*956 2475.813
NODE 9 995-347 
NODE 8 714.315 
NODE 7 604.274 
NODE 6 570.377 
NODE 5 562.013 
NODE 4 560.328 
NODE 3 560.046 
NODE 2 560.005 
NODE 1 560.000 
NODE 0 560.000
ko
SELECTED TEMPERATURES IN A TEN INCH (DIAMETER) TUNGSTEN SPHERETABLE I  (C on tin u ed )F o u r ie r  Modulus (M) = 1/12 D is ta n c e  between Nodes (a r )  = 0 . 5  i n .
TIME IN SECONDS ~  ”128.995 158.729 188.464 218.198 247.933 292.534 337.136 396.605
_______________________________________ TEMPERATURE IN °RANKINE____________________________SURFACE 5663.868 5944.209 6120.532 6234.169 6308.726 6376.419 6413.574 6438.711NODE 9 5317.045 5696.529 5947.257 6114.296 6226.349 6329.841 6387.372 6426.593NODE 8 4975.490 5447.538 5770.896 5991.376 6141.491 6281.671 6360.220 6414.018NODE 7 4650.054 5205.678 5597.592 5869.747 6057.169 6233.634 6333.093 6401.440NODE 6 4350.302 4978.919 5433.370 5735-761 5976.452 6187.504 6307.000 6389.330NODE 5 4084.348 4774.504 5283.913 5647.606 5902.326 6145.021 6282.936 6378.150NODE 4 3858.834 4598.767 5154.360 5555*141 5837.571 6107.821 6 2 6 I.83 8  6368.342NODE 3 3679.000 4457-028 5049.157 5479.755 5784.653 6077-361 6244.546 6360.297NODE 2 3548.869 4353.567 4971.967 5424.274 5745.636 6054.869 6231.768 6354.349NODE 1 3471.647 4291.819 4925.740 5390.981 5722.196 6041.344 6224.080 6350.769NODE 0 3451.551 4275.721 4913.676 5382.288 5716.073 6037.810 6222.071 6349.834TIME IN SECONDS500.675 619.613 723.684 798.020
______ ________________________________TEMPERATURE IN °RANKINE______________________________SURFACE 6454.528 6458.832 6459-691 6459.875NODE 9 6451.397 6458.162 6459.513 6459.804NODE 8 6448.145 6457.467 6459.330 6459.730NODE 7 6444.891 6456.772 6459.146 6459.657NODE 6 6441.755 6456.103 6458.970 6459.587NODE 5 6438.860 6455.485 6458.808 6459.522NODE 4 6436.318 6454.942 6458.665 6459.466NODE 3 6434.232 6454.496 6458.548 6459.419NODE 2 6432.689 6454.166 6458.460 6459-383NODE 1 6431.759 6453.966 6458.406 6459.362NODE 0 6431.517 6453.915 6458.393 6459.357


This example has been  perform ed  u s in g  e le v e n  nodes 
and A]r = 0 .5  in c h ; b o th  o f  th ese  are the same as in  EXAMPLE 1 
b u t in  t h i s  example th e  F o u r ie r  m odulus /V\ has b een  changed 
from  y g  t o  . I t  has been  determ in ed  e a r l i e r  in  t h is
paper th a t  w ith  Ah r O - 5  in c h , the maximum v a lu e  o f  F o u r ie r  
m odulus th a t can  be ch osen  i s  -L- , s o  and r r  have
been  a r b i t r a r i l y  s e l e c t e d .
N um erical e r r o r s ,  th ou gh t o f  m ain ly  as r,round o f f  
e r r o r s " ,  w i l l  grow o r  decay  depending on w hether the F o u r ie r  
m odulus ch osen  i s  sm all enough. The way in  w hich  the nu­
m e r ic a l  e r r o r s  grow o r  decay  as tim e g oes  on i s  a prob lem  
co n ce rn in g  s t a b i l i t y  f o r  the f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  e q u a tio n s  
u sed  t o  w r ite  h ea t b a la n ce s  f o r  each  n o d e . A th orou gh  
d is c u s s io n  o f  how the c h o ic e  o f  F o u r ie r  m odulus w i l l  d e t e r ­
m ine w hether o r  n o t th e  system  i s  s ta b le  can  be fou n d  in  
S ch n e id er  ( 2 3 ) .
This example th en  i s  to  determ ine i f  th e  tem peratu res 
a t  s e le c t e d  p o in t s  and tim e u s in g  F o u r ie r  m odulus — ~j~fa 
w i l l  c o r re s p o n d  w ith  the tem p eratu res when F o u r ie r  modulus 
= y g  t o  in d ic a t e  i f  the system  i s  s t a b le  w ith  th e se  two 
v a lu e s  o f  F o u r ie r  m odulus.
The r a d ia t io n  h e a t  t r a n s fe r  im p in g in g  on the s u r fa ce  
Qirt i s  the same as in  EXAMPLE 1 .
Quo = 1 ,0 5 4 -, 4 -9  4 -
EXAMPLE 2
i+ii-
C a lcu la t in g  the time in t e r v a l  from  Equation £ -7  f o r  
F ou r ie r  modulus /V\ = r e s u lt s  in
A ft  _  J -  Q.z-o+.+lbo) ( 0 .0 4 3 )  ( 0 - 2  S )  ( 3 4  OO)
(/+ + ; tuZTsV )
A 0  = O. 3  E g o  5 f C .
E va lu atin g  the con sta n ts  in  Equation 2 ?  when F ou r ie r
modulus yVl -  r e s u lt s  in
lb
77' = -k- 71 ( 4 3 )
E valu atin g  the con sta n ts  in  E quation  3  4~when F ou rier  
modulus yM -  r e s u lt s  in
— 1 / Q C ^ - i )  (w -£)■)-/] j~  4. iL? t  + ,
=  -% r -  T ^ c w - j f  +  i—  *’ ■'<  *■ + j
, r ,  _  3  ( » - ■ /• + n  r
+  |_ 2- iZ t^ -O N -IJ  W
( H )
VW = 2 -, 3 , 4"  - ' 1 0
For the s u r fa c e , n o tin g  th a t tfjo, i\ are th e
same as in  EXAMPLE 1 , E quation  3<3 r e s u lt s  in
k5
"jr' ^ O . l l  576 7To + O .X S I2.4- X
+  H, 054-,-44 4- -(o .l7 3 X I0 '* )£ s
The program  T or the R oya l Mo Be© LGP-30 D ig i t a l  Com­
p u te r  was p rep a red  in  the same manner as b e fo r e .  Tempera­
tu re s  a t  a l l  n odes were a ga in  c a lc u la t e d  as tim e went on 
u n t i l  the steady  s ta te  tem perature o f  6J4.6O ^Rankin© was 
a ga in  rea ch ed .
The data  f o r  th is  example can  be found in  Table XI 
and P la te s  3  and 4* .  F or the re a so n  e x p la in e d  in  EXAM­
PLE 1 , o n ly  a p o r t io n  o f  the t o t a l  d a ta  o b ta in e d  i s  r e co rd e d  
in  T able I I .
SELECTED TEMPERATURES IN A TEN INCH (DIAMETER) TUNGSTEN SPHERE
TABLE II
Fourier Modulus (M) = 1/16 Distance between Nodes (&r) = 0.5 In.
TIME IN SECONDS
0.000 1.312 2.624 3.935 6.559 9.183 24.925 39.792
TEMPERATURE IN RANKINE
SURFACE 560.000 875.769 1089.192 1253.284 1511.849 1724.653 2680.690 3383.131
NODE 9 560.000 593.124 675.081 770.760 963.520 1144.616 2044.800 2745.216
NODE 8 560.000 561.670 576.276 606.224 697.530 810.343 1548.516 2207.119NODE 7 560.000 560.033 561.541 567.512 598.061 651.617 1185.425 1770.454
NODE 6 560.000 560.000 560.098 560.925 568.691 588.913 936.831 1429.740
NODE 5 560.000 560.000 560.004 560.088 561.669 567.982 777.492 1174.738
NODE 4 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.006 560.275 561.967 681.691 991.735
NODE 3 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.040 560.447 627.571 866.956
NODE 2 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.005 560.099 599.039 788.127
NODE 1 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.001 560.026 585.788 745.727NODE 0 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.014 582.629 735.175
TIME IN SECONDS “




NODE 9 3359.311 3896.399 4741.688 5316.683 
NODE 8 2815.858 3371.098 4297.740 4975.292 
NODE 7 2351.792 2907.471 3887.664 4649.963 
NODE 6 1967.646 2510.147 3520.369 4350.404 
NODE 5 1660.514 2180.727 3202.825 4084.780 
NODE 4 1423.779 1917.525 2939.263 3859.375 
NODE 3 1250.244 1717.843 2732.742 3679.434 
NODE 2 1133.418 1579.493 2585.552 3549.334 
NODE 1 1067.337 1499.486 2499.025 3472.257 
NODE 0 1050.552 1478.959 2476.664 3452.194
___  ______  6234.128 6308.705
5696.271 594f.l25 6114.188 6226.258 
5447.376 5770.775 5991.272 6141.600 
5205.589 5597.506 5869.673 6057.113 
4979.919 5433.411 5735.782 5976.441 
4774.754 5284.037 5647.687 5902.379 
4599.118 5154.493 5555.270 5837.655 
4457.309 5049.298 5479.876 5784.744 
4353.925 4972.222 5424.455 5745.746 
4292.270 4926.040 5391.182 5722.367 
4276.181 4913.997 5382.540 5716.234
ltf
SELECTED TEMPERATURES IN A TEN INCH (DIAMETER) TUNGSTEN SPHERE
Fourier Modulus (M) = 1/16
292.534 337.140
SURFACE 6376.407 6413.478
NODE 9 6329.816 6387.224
NODE 8 6281•640 6360.016
NODE 7 6233.594 6332.833
NODE 6 6187.443 6306.686
NODE 5 6145.052 6282.573
NODE 4 6107.878 6261.431
NODE 3 6077.425 6244.104
NODE 2 6054.952 6231.300
NODE 1 6041.446 6223.598
NODE 0 6037.941 6221.584
TABLE II (Continued)













































This exam ple has "been p er fo rm ed  t o  exam ine th e  e r r o r  
ca u sed  by the u se  o f  f i n i t e  s u b d iv is io n s .  As has been 
m entioned  e a r l i e r ,  th e  tem p eratu re  o f  each  subvolum e i s  
assumed t o  be u n iform  th rou g h ou t; t h i s  can  o n ly  be tru e  i f  
A )r  a p p roa ch es  Y • As A )-  g e t s  v e ry  s m a ll , the nu­
m e r ic a l  r e s u l t s  a pproach  the a n a ly t i c a l  s o lu t i o n .  This i s  
c a l l e d  co n v e rg e n ce  o f  the system . I f  & Y i s  ch osen  s u f ­
f i c i e n t l y  s m a ll , the system  w i l l  a p p ro x im a te ly  c o n v e rg e ; 
i f  A )r  i s  ch osen  to o  la r g e ,  the system  w i l l  n o t  con v erg e  
and th e  r e s u l t s  are m e a n in g le s s .
In  t h i s  exam ple , as in  EXAMPLE 1 ,  F o u r ie r  m odulus M  
— 721 • £?I/Sl (h ea t i n )  i s  a ls o  assumed to  be the same as
in  EXAMPLE 1 , b u t the r a d ia l  in crem en ts  A  )r are d e c re a s e d  
from  0 .5  in ch  t o  0 .2 5  in c h .
From E qu ation  3^> ,
8  =
Prom E q u a tion  2. Y  , the time in crem en t i s
_[_ (l 2. o4~.ho) (o (p . o Z.&) fe
U '  I *  ( I W )  ( 6 / . 6> S S I )  *
-  0 . 1 0  9 3 5 £C.
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Not© that Equation 3 7  for the center node and Equa­
tion 38 for all interior nodes excluding the center node 
are used again in this example. In Equation 38  , YA must 
now be as follows: ytf - 2,3,4“ * * * 20 Equations 3 7 8111(1
3  8 are both from EXAMPLE 1.
From Equation / 6 , evaluating the mean thermal con­
ductance j^'ao ^  between node 2.0 8111(1 the surface results in
K  ^  M4-!Mao, 3-1 2^ “a-
From Equation | 7 , the volume V4.j for node 
suits in
2. | re-
4-fcg) 4 s M 3
Substituting values of and from Equations
4-6 and 4"T respectively into Equation 3 5  and then eval­
uating constants, results in
7^ ' -  o .H>zeo % 0 + o. $3 7 50
-f o s * ,  -  (°-/7 3 xio'8; £s J(a 00005 7720)
The program for the Royal McBee LGP-30 Digital Computer 
was prepared in the same manner as before. Temperatures 
at all nodes were again calculated as time went on but in 
this example the steady state temperature was not reached 
because of time limitations for the computer used. The
£2
results, however, were carried far enough to obtain positive 
conclusions which fulfilled the purpose of this example.
The data for this example can be found i n  Table III 
and Plates 5 and (o • For the reason given in EXAMPLE 1, 
only a portion of the total data obtained is presented in 
this thesis.
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SELECTED TEMPERATURES IK A TEN INCH (DIAMETER) TUNGSTEN SPHERE
Fourier Modulus (M) = 1/12
TABLE III





4.373 6.996 9.620 24.925
TEMPERATURE IN RANKINE
SURFACE 560.000 753.328 870.131 1150.273 1345.281 1582.022 1784.287 2696.619NODE 19 560.000 585.566 641.251 859.876 1037.987 1263.041 1459.098 2361.448NODE 18 560.000 561.648 574.250 690.644 825.788 1018.047 1195.592 2060.155NODE 17 560.000 560.041 561.686 608.547 694.281 841.678 991.534 1793.413NODE 16 560.000 560.000 560.133 575.383 621.446 723.073 840.881 1560.961NODE 15 560.000 560.000 560.007 564.166 585.436 648.722 735.026 1361.661NODE 14 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.968 569.527 605.320 664.319 li93.601NODE 13 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.193 563.233 581.730 619.445 1054.256NODE 12 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.033 560.996 569.783 592.387 940.669NODE 11 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.004 560.279 564.140 576.879 849.643NODE 10 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.071 561.649 568.423 777.925NODE 9 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.016 560.619 564.032 722.364NODE 8 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.003 560.219 561.855 680.035NODE 7 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.073 560.823 648.320NODE 6 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.022 560.353 624.963NODE 5 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.005 560.147 608.083NODE 4 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.060 596.163NODE 3 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.023 588.032NODE 2 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.008 582.831NODE 1 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.003 579.993NODE 0 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.000 560.002 579.275
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In drawing conclusions from the results of this thesis, 
it must be recognized that numerical analysis is an approx­
imate solution and that there is always some error involved 
between numerical results and those obtained by an analytical 
solution. However, if the system is stable and does con­
verge (explained in EXAMPLE 2 and EXAMPLE 3 respectively), 
the method of numerical analysis will give results which are 
acceptable for many heat transfer problems encountered in 
engineering work.
Convergence and stability, as discussed in the example 
problems, do not mean that the solutions reached are exact 
results; convergence and stability mean only that the solu­
tions reached are feasible results. The magnitude of the 
actual error between the numerical results and the analyti­
cal results is not attempted in this thesis.
The author would like to again mention that in the use 
of the numerical method, which uses finite increments of 
time and distance, the user must always be alert to the fact 
that the time increments, distance increments, and Fourier 
modulus are dependent on each other. Also, if the time in­
crements, distance Increments, and Fourier modulus used are
59
not small enough., the system may not converge or it may 
become unstable; in either case the results would be worth­
less, EXAMPLE 2 and EXAMPLE 3 are presented to show the 
procedure which has been used in this thesis to obtain 
assurance that the systems are stable and convergent*
EXAMPLE 2 is the same as EXAMPLE 1 except that the 
Fourier modulus has been changed Prom ^  to , It can
be seen from Plate 7  that the systems appear stable when 
compared with each other; this indicates that both systems 
are stable,
EXAMPLE 3 is the same as EXAMPLE 1 except that the 
radial distance increments have been changed from ,5 inch 
to ,25 inch. It can be seen from Plate 3 that these sys­
tems converge to approximately the same results after a 
short time (one minute). It must be noted that at the sur­
face of the solid sphere the temperature difference between 
these systems is fairly large for the short time (one min­
ute) after the uniform, constant, radiant heat flux is sub­
jected to the sphere*s surface; as time goes on, however, 
the systems converge very closely to the same results. If 
more accurate results are desired for the surface for the 
short time mentioned above, the radial increments must be 
decreased for successive systems until for two adjacent 
systems there is no appreciable difference in temperature 
at corresponding times. These results would be more feasible
60
for the short time after the heat flux is subjected to the 
surface of the solid sphere than the results obtained in 
this paper*
From Equation 2. 7  it is obvious that the smaller the 
Fourier modulus or the smaller the radial distance incre­
ments, the smaller the time increments become and the more 
often Equations Z S  f * and 3 S  must be evaluated to
reach the temper a ture history at some desired time. A 
practical choice must be made between the error that can 
be accepted and the time and expense involved to calculate 
the equations. If the radial increments were made larger 
than *5 inch, the systems probably would no longer converge. 
The effect that the value of Fourier modulus larger than 
72  ^ but less than or equal to ^  would have on the sys­
tems is left for future study.
In working a heat transfer problem by analytical meth­
ods, the boundary conditions either can or cannot be satis­
fied. If the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied, a 
solution by analytical methods cannot be obtained. The 
real value of numerical analysis, therefore, is that one 
can always approximately satisfy the boundary conditions.
Equations 3^h and 3 £  are perfectly general and can 
be used for any solid sphere; one need only to write a heat 
balance for the surface node involving the boundary condition
considered.
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It is possible to treat thermal conductivity and spe­
cific beat as variables when using the numerical method 
but this would greatly complicate the calculating procedure 
and was not considered In this thesis.
Prom the standpoint of time involved, when attempting 
to solve a problem of the nature described in this thesis 
by numerical analysis, one must have access to same high 
speed computing device to calculate the equations. The 
successful solution of problems of the type explained in 
this thesis have been advanced by today!s high speed digital 
computing machines; computers have made solutions avail­
able to many heat transfer problems that heretofore have 
been unsolved. The value of the computer is more fully ap­
preciated when one attempts to solve a problem of the nature 
described in this thesis.
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TABLE IV
Distance between Nodes (a r) = 0.5 In.
TIME IN SECONDS
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES FOR SELECTED POINTS (CALCULATED WITH FOURIER MODULUSOF 1/12 AND 1/16 RESPECTIVELY) IN A TEN INCH DIAMETER TUNGSTEN SPHERE





SURFACE +4.438 +3.390 +2.277 +1.753 +0.884 +0«602 +0.451 +0.350 +0.198
NODE 9 -2.124 -0.201 +0.678 +0.888 +0.725 +0.611 +0.594 +0.578 +0.410
NODE 8 -0.580 -1.537 -1.106 -0.602 +0.264 +0.258 +0.241 +0.236 +0.222
NODE 7 -0.033 -0.778 -1.245 -1.248 -0.332 -0.287 -0.194 -0.123 -0.104
NODE 6 0.000 -0.202 -0.667 -1.016 -0.855 -0.691 -0.511 -0.432 -0.031
NODE 5 0.000 -0.033 -0.238 -0.553 -1.167 -1.130 -1.061 -0.960 -0.660
NODE 4 0.000 -0.004 -0.064 -0.231 -1.248 -1.201 -1.192 -1.143 -0.751
NODE 3 0.000 0.000 -0.020 -0.080 -1.169 -1.087 -0.964 -0.876 -0.641
NODE 2 0.000 0.000 -0.003 -0.026 -1.031 -1.028 -1.019 -1.011 -0.710
NODE 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.009 -0.919 -1.001 -0.981 -0.920 -0.751
NODE 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.006 -0.888 -1.123 -1.112 -1.004 -0.841
NOTEt + shows temperature, as calculated with Fourier Modulus of 1/12, Is greater 
than when Fourier Modulus Is 1/16.
- shows temperature, as calculated with Fourier Modulus of 1/12, Is less than 
when Fourier Modulus Is 1/16.
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TABLE IV (Continued)
Distance between Nodes (hr) = 0.5 in.
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES FOR SELECTED POINTS (CALCULATED WITH FOURIER MODULUS
OF 1/12 AND 1/16 RESPECTIVELY) IN A TEN INCH DIAMETER TUNGSTEN SPHERE-
TIME IN SECONDS
128.995 158.729 188.464 218.198 247.933 292.534_____________________ TEMPERATURE IN °RANKINE
SURFACE +0.125 +0.100 +0.063 +0.041 +0.021 +0.012
NODE 9 +0.362 +0.258 +0.132 +0.108 +0.091 +0.025
NODE 8 +0.198 +0.162 +0.121 +0.104 +0.091 +0.031
NODE 7 +0.091 +0.089 +0.086 +0.074 +0.056 +0.040
NODE 6 -0.102 -0.082 -0.041 -0.021 +0.011 +0.061
NODE 5 -0.432 -0.250 -0.124 -0.081 -0.053 -0.031
NODE 4 -0.541 -0.351 -0.133 -0.129 -0.084 -0.057
NODE 3 -0.434 -0.281 -0.141 -0.121 -0.091 -0.064
NODE 2 -0.465 -0.358 -0.255 -0.181 -0.110 -0.083
NODE 1 -0.610 -0.451 -0.300 -0.201 -0.171 -0.102
NODE 0 -0.643 -0.460 -0.321 -0.252 -0.161 -0.131
NOTE! + shows temperature, as calculated with Fourier Modulus of 1/12, is greater 
than when Fourier Modulus is 1/16.
- shows temperature, as calculated with Fourier Modulus of 1/12, is less than 
when Fourier Modulus is 1/16.
FOUR
Feme*
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES FOR SELECTED POINTS (CALCULATED WITH A r  = 0.50 in. ANDA T  = 0.25 in.RESPECTIVELY) IN A TEN INCH TUNGSTEN SPHERE
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TABLE V
Fourier Modulus (M) = 1/12
TIME IN SECONDS
0.437 0.875 2.624 4.373 6.996 9.620 24.925 39.792 54.659
________________________ TEMPERATURE IN °RANKINE____________________________
SURFACE -68.478 -80.200 -56.867 -40.763 -30.211 -25.185 -15.045 -10.577 - 6.710
NODE 9 - 1.648 - 2.659 -16.723 -22.429 -22.700 -21.119 -14.630 -11.140 - 8*086
NODE 8 0.000 - 0.133 - 0.464 - 3.938 - 8.758 -11.232 -12.181 -10.392 - 8.346
NODE 7 0.000 0.000 + 0.215 + 0.405 - 1.046 - 3.198 - 8.508 - 8.635 - 7.702
NODE 6 0.000 0.000 0.000 + 0.269 + 0.594 + 0.184 - 4.693 - 6.285 - 6.397
NODE 5 0.000 0.000 0.000 + 0.048 + 0.364 + 0.684 - 1.600 - 3.774 - 4.690
NODE 4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 + 0.109 + 0.393 + 0.408 - 1.446 - 2.810
NODE 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 + 0.024 ♦ 0.151 + 1.438 + 0.509 - 0.912
NODE 2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 + 0.049 + 1.835 + 2.091 + 0.981
NODE 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 + 0.018 + 2.038 + 3.555 + 3.149
NODE 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 + 2.466 + 5.712 CM•
vo
NOTE; + shows temperature, as calculated with the difference between nodes (Ar) equal
to 0.50 in., is greater than whenAr is equal to 0.25 in.
- shows temperature, as calculated with the difference between nodes Ur) equal 
to 0.50 in., is less than whenAr is equal to 0.25 in.
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES FOR SELECTED POINTS (CALCULATED WITH Ar = 0.50 In. AND 
A r  = 0.25 in. RESPECTIVELY) IN A TEN INCH TUNGSTEN SPHERE
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TABLE V' (Continued)
Fourier Modulus CM ) = 1/12
TIME IN SECONDS
69.526 99.261 128.995 158.729 188.464 218.198 247.933 292.534 337.136
__________________________TEMPERATURE IN °RANKINE__________________________
SURFACE -3.231 +1.269 +2.487 +1.247 +1.371 +1.073 +0.792 +0.490 +0.305
NODE 9 -5.146 -0.656 +1.243 +0.264 +0.853 +0.791 +0.637 +0.433 +0.291
NODE 8 -6.123 -2.124 +0*119 -0.466 +0.343 +0.494 +0.469 +0.367 +0.273
NODE 7 -6.286 -3.086 -0.793 -0.900 -0.099 +0.217 +0.309 +0.303 +0.254
NODE 6 -5.785 -3.544 -1.406 -1.076 -0.425 -0.005 +0.179 +0.255 +0.243
NODE 5 -4.795 -3.532 -1.737 -1.046 -0.589 -0.135 +0.107 +0.235 +0.248
NODE 4 -3.468 -3.086 -1.685 -0•824 -0.556 -0.136 +0.118 +0.262 +0.275
NODE 3 -1.908 -2*210 -1.214 -0.353 -0.273 +0.037 +0.248 +0.351 +0.339
NODE 2 -0.089 -0.806 -0.188 +0.506 +0.351 +0.461 +0.552 +0.541 +0.456
NODE 1 +2.338 +1.549 +1.803 +2.123 ♦1.569 +1.324 +1.166 +0.907 +0.673
NODE 0 +6.756 +6.371 +6*122 +5.607 +4.193 +3.214 +2.499 +1.679 +1*112
NOTE! + shows temperature, as calculated with the difference between nodes (Ar) equal 
to 0.50 in., is greater than whenAr is equal to 0.25 in.
- shows temperature, as calculated with the difference between nodes (Ar) equal 





In the preceding work the author has made use of numer­
ical analysis for the solution of a problem involving radial 
flow trains lent heat conduction in a solid sphere subjected 
to radiation heat transfer exchange* The temperature history 
of the solid sphere at a particular point; the temperature 
distribution throughout the solid sphere at some time after 
it is subjected to a uniform, constant, radiation heat flux; 
the maximum temperature obtained when a solid sphere is sub­
jected to a uniform, constant, radiation heat flux; and 
other useful information can be obtained from the data pre­
sented*
The equations described in this paper for interior 
points for radial flow transient heat conduction in a solid 
sphere are general and can be used for any solid sphere.
The boundary condition for the sphere*s surface can be 
approximately satisfied in all cases simply by writing a 
heat balance for the surface node* When these equations 
are used in conjunction with a computer to rid the calcu­
lation procedure of time objections, this procedure could 
be extremely useful* The method used in this paper, numer­
ical analysis in conjunction with a computer, shows a gen-
VII • SUMMARY"
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eral procedure for a wide variety of the type of problems 
discussed in this thesis.
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